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eLesson #1 (of 3)
The Abbot's Parish Visit
David Bird, the world's most prolific bridge writer and author of the Abbot Series in the
Bridge Bulletin as well as over 130 bridge books is going to visit with Larry on Monday,
June 1st. To get you familiar with David Bird's work, he's shared with us this story about
the Abbot's bridge game.
THE STORY
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David Bird June 1st
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missed signing up for one of the 2/1
webinars? that's OK it's in the store
can't get enough easy bridge
learning? that's OK it's in the store
take it from Nancy G. "these
webinars are a windfall!"
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eLesson #2 (of 3)
Larry's Quizzes
Negative Doubles
The Negative Double is one of the most important modern conventions. How well do you
know Negative Doubles?
QUIZ

eLesson #3 (of 3)
Bidding with Larry
Hand #1088
How high do you want to bid when you have a void? What if you've shown a lot of your shape already,
but concealed your support for partner? See how the experts handled this problem in this month's bidding
problem.
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